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Abstract
Consistent checkpointing simplifies failure recovery and
eliminates the domino effect in case of failure by preserving a consistent global checkpoint in stable storage.
However, the approach suffers from high overhead associated with the checkpointing process . This paper presents
an efficient non-block scheme to address this problem. In
the proposed scheme, a checkpoint sequence number vector is used to identify orphan messages; as a result, processes involved in checkpointing need not to be blocked.
Based on inter-process dependencies created since the
last checkpointing, our scheme only forces a minimal set
of processes to take their checkpoints. It is shown that
the proposed algorithm ensures the global state consistency of the distributed system.
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Introduction

The parallel processing capacity of a network of workstations is seldom exploited in practice. This is due in
part to the difficulty of building application programs
that can tolerate the failures that are common in such
environments. Consistent checkpointing is an attractive
approach for transparently adding fault tolerance to distributed applications without requiring additional programmer effort. With consistent checkpointing, the state
of each process in a system is periodically saved on stable storage, which is called a checkpoint of the process.
To recover from a failure, the system restarts its execution from a previous error-free, consistent state recorded
by the checkpoints of the processes. More specifically,
the failed processes are restarted on any available machine and their address space is restored from their latest
checkpoints on stable storage. Other processes may have
to rollback to their latest checkpoints on stable storage in
order to remain consistent with the recovering processes.
•This research was supported in part by NASA (under grant
NAGW-4080), ARO (under grant DAH04-96-1-0049), BMDO (under ARO grant DAAH04-0024), NATO (under grant HTECH .LG931449), and NSF (under grant CDA-9313624 for CATE Lab).
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A system state is said to be consistent if it conta 111 .
no orphan message; i.e. , a message whose receiving PY1·r1·
is recorded in the state of the destination process, hut 11 .
sending event is lost [3, 8, 13]. In order to record a ro 11 ~ 1 .
tent global checkpoint in stable storage, processc~ m11 , ·
be synchronized during checkpointing. In other w11rd·
before a process takes a checkpoint, it asks (by sl'ud
ing checkpoint requests to) all relevant processes to t:•~·
checkpoints. Therefore, consistent checkpointing sulf•·1·
from high overhead associated with t he checkpoi11t u ~:·
process.
Much of the preYious work in consistent cherkp11inr
ing has focused on minimizing the number of pron·~,, .
that must participate in taking a consistent chcrkp1111. '
[4, 8, 9] or to reduce the number of messages requin·d :.
synchronize the consistent checkpoint [14, 15]. Hom·1 1:
these algorithms (called blocking algorithm) fow· allr•<
evant processes in the system to 'freeze their rornput.,
tions during the checkpointing process. A checkpoiut1 r..
process includes the time to trace the dependcncv '"'
and save the state of processes on stable storage. wh it!.
needs a long time. Therefore, blocking algorithm~ dr .•
matically reduce the performance of the system [ ~. :,.
Recently, some nonblocking algorithms [5, 12j h.•.' '
received considerable attention. They avoid the rH'''" 1' ·
processes to be blocked during checkpointing b~· u~lll.' ··
checkpointing sequence number to identify orphan 11 "sages. However, these algorithms [5, 12] assume th.,: :·
distinguished initiator decides when to take a cberkP"''· ·
Therefore, they suffer from the disadvantages of rrnr:.~
ized algorithms, such as one-site failure, bottle-nc.rk . ··.:.1
1
If they are modified to permit other sites to 111111 ~ ',:
checkpoint, which makes them truly distributed. t~_t' r. !:
algorithm suffers from another problem as folio · , •.
1
order to keep the checkpoint sequence number UP' a..'. ~
.t has to n,, ...
r ·'
any time a process takes a checkpoint, 1
all processes in the system. If every process ~~ '~ ;; :
ate checkpointing, the network would be flooh;i'r r:'-·'
control messages and processes might waste t
making unnecessary checkpoints.
k ,::1
In this paper, we provide an efficient non-b ~~rh.-~·
tributed checkpointing algorithm to reduce the 0 ' 0 1"".,.....:
associated with the checkpointing process. The pr
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:Ugorithm avoids the need for processes to be blocked
'11 ring checkpointing and forces only a minimal set of
l ~ ocesses to take their local checkpoints, based on inter~rocess dependencies created since the last checkpoint,ng.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
·J describes the system model. In Section 3, we present
algorithm. The correctness proof is provided in Section 4. In Section 5, we compare the proposed algorithm
with the existing algorithms. Section 6 concludes the
paper.
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The system is composed of a set of communicating processes executing on a collection of fail stop processors.
The processes are connected by a communication network that is riot subject to network partitions, and the
processes can only communicate with each other through
message passing. It is assumed that the communication
system is reliable; i.e. a message sent will be received
correctly in finite time. However, messages may be duplicated or delivered out-of-order.
The messages generated by the underlying distributed application will be referred to as computation
messages. Messages generated by the processes to adranee checkpoints will be referred to as system messages.

3.2

Data Structures

The following terms and notation are used in our algorithms :

3 The Algorithm

Rc: an array maintained at each process. It is used

Our algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, an
initiator makes a tentative checkpoint and forces every
process on which it causally depends to take a tentative checkpoint. After the initiator receives acknowledgments from all the processes on which it depends,
the algorithm enters the second phase in which all these
processes change their tentative checkpoints to be permanent.

3.1

has an array to save the csn of all processes in the computation, where csn[i) is the expected csn of P; . Note
that Pi's csn[i] may be different from Pj 's csn[j] if there
is no communication bet ween them during several checkpoint periods. By using the csn and the initiator identification number (id), we can avoid inconsistency and
unnecessary checkpoints during the checkpointing.
Huang's algorithm [6) has been modified to detect the
termination of the first phase in our algorithm. When
a process (the initiator) initiates a checkpointing, it sets
its weight to 1, then sends checkpoint request message
to all the processes on which it depends. Each request
message carries a portion of the weight of the sender,
which is decreased by an equal amount after sending
a request. When a process Pi receives a request from
Pj, Pi forwards the request to all the sites on which
it depends, but Pj does not depend. Similarly, Pi also
.appends a portion of its received weight to the outgoing
request. Finally, Pi takes a tentative checkpoint, and
sends a reply message appending the remaining portion
of its received weight to the initiator. Receiving a reply,
the initiator adds the appended weight to its own weight.
If the sum is equal to 1, the first phase is finished. In
this way, the termination information needs not to be
propagated along a tree rooted at the initiator. They
send it directly to the initiator.

to save the casually dependent information among
processes. The array has n bits, representing n processes. If one process Pi depends on Pj (i.e., Pj
sends a message to Pi), the bit j of Pi's dependent
vector will be 1; otherwise, it is 0. Any time a site
sends a computation message, it appends the Rc to
the message. As a result, the receiver updates its local Rc based on dependent vector piggybacked with
the computation message.
Rt : similar to Rc, but it saves the dependent information of the last checkpoint period.

Basic Ideas

Rt: similar to Rt. Besides setting all the bits corresponding to those in Rt to 1, it also sets all the bits
corresponding to the processes on which it transitively depends to 1.
weight : a non-negative variable of type real with maximum value of 1. It is used to detect the termination
of the checkpointing.

Because the algorithm does not require any process to
suspend its underlying computation, it is possible for a
process to receive a message from another process, which
is already running in a new checkpoint interval, resulting in inconsistency. Most of algorithms [5, 12] use a
Checkpoint Sequence Number (csn) to avoid inconsis~ency. More specifically, a process takes a checkpoint if
It receives an application message whose appended csn
IS greater than the local csn. However this scheme only
works when every process in the computation can receive
each checkpoint request and then increase its own csn.
Since our algorithm forces only the causally dependent processes to take checkpoints, the csn of some pro~esses may be out-of-date, and hence insufficient to avoid
Inconsistency. To deal with this problem, each process

first: a boolean array of size n maintained by each
process. The array is initialized to all zeroes each
time a checkpoint at that process is taken. When a
process Pi sends a computation message to process
Pi, it sets first[j] to 1.
csn: an array of n checkpoint sequence number (csn) at
each process. Each checkpoint sequence number is
represented by an integer. For process P;, csn[j]
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represents the checkpoint sequence number of Pj
that P; knows. In other words, P; expects to receive
a message from Pj with sequence number csn[j].
Note that, csn[i] is the checkpoint sequence number
of P;.
trigger: a tuple (pid, inurn) maintained by each process . pid indicates the checkpointing initiator that
triggered this process to take its latest checkpoint.
inurn indicates the csn at process pid when it took
its own local checkpoint on initiating the checkpointing process. trigger is appended to every system message and the first computation message that
a process sends to every other process after taking
local checkpoint.
propagate: a boolean to decide if there is a need to
propagate the checkpoint request. It is initialized
to 0, and set to 1 after a checkpoint is triggered by
a computation message.
request: a system message to request the receiver to
take a checkpoint.
reply: a system message sent to the initiator after the
sender has finished its checkpointing.
The csn is initialized to an array of 1's at all processes. The trigger tuple at process P; is initialized to
(i, 1). The weight at a process is initialized to 0. When
a process P; sends any computation message, it appends
its csn[i) and the Rc to the message.

3.3

Checkpointing Algorithm

Any site can initiate a checkpointing, and the algorithm
does not require any process to suspend its underlying
computation. When a process P; initiates a checkpointing, it takes a local checkpoint, increments its checkpoint
sequence number, sets weight to 1, and stores its own
identifier and the new checkpoint sequence number in its
trigger. Then it sends checkpoint request to all the processes, such that Rc(j)=1 and resumes its computation.
Each request message carries the trigger of the initiator,
the Rt and a portion of the weight of the initiator , whose
.
weight is decreased by an equal amount.
When a process P; receives a request from Pi, it
compares the P1 .trigger (msg_trigger) with P;.trigger
(own_trigger). If these two triggers are different, P;
takes a tentative checkpoint and forwards the request
to all the processes on which it depends, but Pi does not
depend (P1 has sent request to the processes on which
it depends). Then P; sends a reply to the initiator with
the remaining weight and resumes its underlying computation.
If msg_trigger is equal to own_trigger when P; receives the request, P; does not need to take a checkpoint
because it has already taken a checkpoint for this checkpointing initiation. A checkpoint may be triggered by a
computation message. In this situation, the checkpoint
request is not propagated. Therefore, when P; receives a
system checkpoint request, it needs to check whether it
has propagated the checkpoint request or not. If propagate==O, P; has propagated the request, so it only sends

a reply to the initiator with the received weight . Othr·r .
wise, P; reset propagate to 0 and forwards the req11 t.,
to all the processes on which it depends, but P1 does IH,·
depend. Then , P; sends a reply to the initiator with th•
remaining weight.
When P; receives a computation message from p p
compares the P1 .csn[j] with its local csn[j). If Pi .c~;, i:
less than or equal to P; .csn[j), the message is processr·r!
and no checkpoint is taken . Otherwise, it implies that p
has taken a checkpoint before sending the message, an;!
this message is the first computation message sent lJ'.
P1 to P; since P1 's checkpoint. Therefore, the messag·.
must have a trigger tuple. P; first updates its P; .cs11 [J
to the P1 .csn[j], then do the follows depending on tll'
information of P1 .trigger (msg_trigger) and P;.triy!lr r
(own_trigger):
• If msg_trigger==own_trigger, it means that th•
latest checkpoints of P; and Pi were both takP 11

in response to the same checkpoint initiation event
Therefore, no new local checkpoint is needed.
• If msg_trigger.pid
own_.trigger.pid r
msg_trigger.inum > own _trigger.inum , it mean'
that P1 has sent the message after taking a n('l\
checkpoint, while P; has not taken a checkpoint for
this checkpointing. Therefore, P; takes a chcrk·
point before processing this message. P; does not
immediately propage this checkpoint request ; how
ever, it sets propagate to 1. When P; recei\'es tlw
request later, from the initiator or other proccsst··
which forwards the initiator's request, it propa~,.,
the request. Note that, P; only takes a tentati1·•·
checkpoint, which can not be made permanent til l ·
til P; receives a request from other processes.
• If msg_trigger.pid =f. own_trigger.pid, P; executt··
as follows: If P; has not . processed any HH'' ·
sage satisfying the condition msg_trigger.pid ::
own_trigger.pid since its last local checkpoint. "1
if the initiator casually depends on P; (Rt[i)== I I
P; takes a checkpoint, sets propagate to 1, and
sets own_trigger to be msg_trigger before procr~,
ing the message. Otherwise, if Rt[i)=O, and r,
has already processed a message from any pw
cess satisfying the condition msg_trigger.pid ::
own_trigger.pid since its last local checkpomt. 11 ''
new local checkpoint is needed.
In order to clearly present the algorithm , wr :t··
sume that at any time, at most one checkpointin~ :·
in progress. Techniques to handle concurrent initiat nr.'
of checkpointing by multiple processes can be found J••

[8, 11].

. hlll

A formal description of the checkpointing algont
given below:
The checkpointing algorithm
type trigger = record (pid, inurn: integer;) end
own_trigger, msg_trigger: trigger;
csn: array[l..n] of integers;
weight : real;
process...set: set of integers;
Rc, Rr, Rt, first: bit array of size n ;

var
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,Jfirst[jj=O then {
first[j]=1;
send(?;, message, Rc, Rt, csn[i], own.trigger);}
else send(?;, message, Rc , csn[i], NULL);
Actions for the initiator Pi :
,1wn.trigger .pid=Pi; own...inum=csn[i] ; clear Rt;
dear process..set;
take.cp(Rc , Rt , Rc , Pit own.trigger);
prop.cp(Rt, R t , P;, msg.~rigger, 1.0)
rrsume normal computatwn;
Other processes, P;, on receiving checkpoint request
from Pi :
r!'ccive{Pj, request, m .Rt , recv .csn, msg.trigger ,
recv _weight);
1J msg.trigger==own.trigger then {
if propagate== 1· then
prop.cp(R, , R t, P;, msg.trigger, recv.weight )
send(?;, reply, recv _weight) to initiator; }
else {csn[j]=recv .csn;
take.cp(Rc, R,, m .Rt, P,, msg.trigger);
prop.cp(R,, Rt , P;, msg.trigger , recv.weight)}
rrsume normal computation;
Actions for process P;, on receiving computation message from Pj:
rcceive(( Pi, m, m.Rc , m.Rt, recv.csn , msg.trigger);
1/ recv .csn $ csn[i] then process the message and exit;
rise {
csn[i]=recv .csn;
if msg_trigger. pid==own_trigger. pid then
{if msg.trigger .inum==own.trigger .inurn
then process the message;
else { take..cp(Rc, R ,, P; , msg.trigger, m .Rt , P;,
msg.trigger); ·
process the message; rfirst=1 ; propagate=1 ;}}
else {if (rfirst ==0) OR (m.Rt[i]==1) then
{ take.cp(Rc , Hi, m.Rt ,P; , msg.trigger) ;
process the message;
rfirst= 1; propagate= 1; }
else process the message; }}
take.cp(Rc, R,, m.Rt, P;, msg_trigger)
{take local checkpoint;
propagate =0; rfirst=O ; increment( csn[i]);
own.trigger=msg.trigger; R t =m.R t;
Rt=Rc; reset Rc and first ; }
prop_cp(Rt, m.Rt, P;, msg_trigger, recv_weight)
{Rt == Rt OR m.Rt;
for all processes Pk, such that Rt[k]==l and m.Rt[k] ::1- 1
{weight=weight/2; send.weight=weight;
send{P;, request , R t, csn[i], own.trigger, send.weight);}
propagate=O;
send(P;, reply , recv.weight) to initiator; }
Actions in the second phase for the initiator P;:
Receive(Pi, reply , recv_weight)
weight=weight+recv _weight ;
process..set=process..set UPi;
if weight==1 then
{for any Pk, such that Pk E proces s..set
send(make.permanent) to Pk ; }
Actions for other process Pi:
receive (make.permanent)
rnake the tentative checkpoint permanent.

3.4

An Example

The basic idea of the algorithm can be better understood
by an example presented in Figure 1. In Figure 1, P1 initiates a checkpointing by taking its own checkpoint and
sends checkpoint request to P2 and P3, since P1 depends
on P2 and P3. When P1 's request reaches P2 , P2 takes a
checkpoint, then it sends message m4 to P3 . When m4
arrives at P3, P3 takes a checkpoint before processing
the message because m4 is the first message received by
P3 such that msg.trigger.pid-:/: own_trigger.pid.
P4 has not communicated with other processes before
it takes a local checkpoint. Later, it sends a message m5
to P 3 . Because P4 has taken a checkpoint, its checkpoint
sequence number is larger t han P3 expected. However,
m5 is not the first computation message received by P 3
with a larger checkpoint sequence number than expected.
Therefore, a checkpoint is not needed. Another reason
for P3 not taking a new checkpoint is that it may lead
to an avalanche effect, in which processes in the system
recursively ask others to take checkpoints. For example,
if P3 takes a checkpoint after it receives m5, then it requires P2 to take another checkpoint. If P 2 has received
messages from other processes after it sends m4 , then
those processes have to take checkpoints. This chain
may never end.
When the request sent by P1 arrives at P3 , P3
does not need to take another checkpoint because the
msg.trigger is equal to own.trigger. However, it needs
to propagate this checkpoint request to P 5 , because its
current checkpoint is triggered by a computation message m4 and ?:3 depends on Ps. In (10), P3 first propagates the request when it receives m4, then propagates
again when it receives the request from P1 • But our
algorithm only propagates once. Note that the propagation is transitive, therefore our algorithm significantly
reduces the message complexity.
Suppose P4 takes another checkpoint after it receives
m6 , it sends a checkpoint request to P3. If the channel
is not FIFO, there is a possibility that m7 arrives at
P3 earlier than the request. In (10], P3 does not take
checkpoint until it receives the request, which results in
inconsistency (m7 will be an orphan). In our algorithm,
because P3 causally depends on P4, it takes a checkpoint
before processing m 7.
checkpoint

P1

------,---,-~~----------------------

ehockpolnl

Figure 1: An example of checkpointing
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Correctness Proof

Lemma 1 If process P; takes a checkpoint and P; depends on P;, then P; takes a checkpoint for the same
checkpointing initiation.
Proof. If P; is the initiator, to initiate a checkpointing,
it sends request to all process on which it depends. If P;
is not the initiator and takes a checkpoint on receiving
a request from Pk, then for the process Pj on which P;
depends, there are two possibilities:
Case 1: If m.Rt[j]==O in the request received by P;
from Pk, then P; sends a request to Pi .
Case 2: If m.Rt[j]==1 in the request received by P;
from PK, then a request has been sent to Pi by at least
one process in the checkpoint request propagation path
from the initiator to Pk.
Therefore, if a process takes a checkpoint, every process on which it directly depends receives at least one
checkpoint request. There are two possibilities when Pi
receives the first checkpoint request:
1: Pj has not taken its checkpoint when the first
request for this initiation arrives: Pi takes its checkpoint
on receiving the request.
2: Pi has taken a checkpoint for this checkpoint initiation when the first checkpoint request arrives: this
request and all subsequent request messages for this initiation are ignored.
Hence, when a process takes a checkpoint, every process on which it is directly dependent takes a checkpoint.
0

Applying the transitivity property of the dependence
relation, we conclude that every process on which the
initiator is dependent, directly or transitively, takes a
checkpoint. These dependencies may have been present
before the checkpointing was initiated, or may have
been created while the consistent checkpointing was in
progress.
Theorem 1 The algorithm creates a consistent global
checkpoint.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there must be a pair
of processes P; and Pj such that at least one message m
has been sent from Pi after Pj 's last checkpoint and has
been received by P; before P; 's last checkpoint. In this
case, P; depends on Pj. From Lemma 1, Pj has taken
a checkpoint. There are three possible situations under
which Pj 's checkpoint is taken:

Case 1: Pjs checkpoint is taken due to a request from
P;, Then:
send(m) at Pi => receive(in) at P; => checkpoint
taken at P; => request sent by P; to Pi => checkpoint taken at Pi
Using the transitivity property of =>, we have:
send(m) at Pi => checkpoint taken at Pj, Thus
sending of m is recorded at Pi . A contradiction.

Case 2: Pi 's checkpoint is taken due to a request frorn
a process Pk , k f. i . According to the assumption .
Pi sends m after taking its local checkpoint, which
is triggered by Pk . Therefore, when m arrives at
P; , its checkpoint sequence number is greater than
Pi .csn[j]. As a result, Pi takes its checkpoint before
processing m. In other words, reception of m is not
recorded in the checkpoint of Pi. A contradiction.
Case 3: Pi 's checkpoint is taken due to the arrival of a
computation message m 1 at Pi from Pk . Similar to
Case 2, the sequence number of m is greater than
Pi.csn[j] and then we have a similar contradiction .
0

The checkpointing algorithm terminates within a fi.
nite time. The proof is similar to [10] and [6] .

5

Related Work

The first consistent checkpointing algorithm was pr<'·
sented in [1]. However, the algorithm assumes that all
communications between processes are atomic, which i~
too restrict. The Koo and Toueg algorithm [8] relax<'~
this assumption, and only requires message exchange uP
·
tween processes that have dependency relationship , tllll~
reducing the number of messages required. Later , L!•u
and Bhargava [9] presented another algorithm , which i~
resilient to multiple process failures, and does not a.'·
sume that the channel is FIFO , which is necessary in [8)
These two algorithms have a common drawback in that
they assume a complex scheme (such as slide window ) to
deal with the message loss problem, and do not consid!'t
lost messages in checkpointing and recovery. Deng and
Park [4] proposed an algorithm , which addresses both
orphan message and lost inconsistencies.
In these consistent checkpointing algorithms , the pro·
cesses are blocked when taking checkpoint and durin ~
rollback recovery. The blocking dramatically reduces tht·
performance of the system [2, 5]. Kim and Park [7] at ·
temped to solve this problem. Their basic idea is: :\
process takes a checkpoint when it knows that all processes on which it computationally depends have taken
their checkpoints, and hence the process need not alwal'~
wait for the decision made by the checkpoint initiator ·,
decision. However, based on their algorithms, the pw
cesses in the system are still often need to be blocked .
In [1 6], when a process makes a checkpoint it m:l'
continue its normal operation without blocking, becau~•'
processes keep track of any delayed message. Their algt'"
rithm is based on the idea of atomic send-receive check·
points. Each sender and receiver 'make the balance h•tween the messages exchanged, and keep the set. of un·
balanced messages as part of checkpoint data. Howrn' r.
this scheme requires each process to log every mess:~~·
sent, which may introduce some performance degracl:~·
tion, and require the system to be deterministic.
,~·
The Elnozahy-Johnson-Zwaenepoel algorithm :·:.
uses the checkpoint sequence number to identify orpJt;u.
'·
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·sages, thus avoiding the need for processes to be

::;~~ked during checkpointing. However , this approach

:'Quires t he initiator to communicate with all of the pro·. ~·sses in the computation. The algorithm proposed by
~il l'a and Silva [12] uses the same idea as (5] , except that
:he processes which did not communicate with others
Juring a previous checkpoint period do not need to take
: new checkpoint. Both algorithms (5, 12] assume that
1
distinguished initiator decides when to take a check1
:1oint. Therefore, they suffer from the disadvantages of
;.t> ntralized algorithms , such as one-site failure , bottle:lt•ck, etc. If they are modified to permit other sites
:LJ initiate a checkpoint , which makes them truly dis•ributed, the new algorithm suffers from another prob;,.111 as follows : In order to keep t he checkpoint sequence
:1umber updated , any time a process t akes a checkpoint ,
;t has to notify all pro cesses in t he system.
If every
process can initiate checkpointing, the network would
he flooded with control messages and processes might
waste their time making unnecessary checkpoints.
The Prakash-Singhal (10] is also a non-block algorit hm. However their algorit hm is designed for mobile
romputing system and has FIFO assumpt ion . Moreover ,
if a checkpoint is triggered by a computat ion message,
1hrir algorithm propagates t he checkpoint request to all
dc·pcndent processes twice in order t o detect the t ermination of the checkpointing. The proposed algorithm is
designed for general distributed system , and it does not
have the FIFO assumpt ion . Furt hermore , our algorithm
only propagates the checkpoint request once, which significant ly reduces message overhead .
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